US Export Compliance Statement

Low Phase Noise Frequency Control products supplied by NEL Frequency Controls, Inc. and subsidiary NEL Frequency Controls ISR, Ltd., are controlled for export under the U.S. Department of Commerce Export Administration Regulations ECCN 3A001.b.10. The Low Phase Noise controlled products controlled under ECCN 3A001.b.10 may require an export license when exporting from the USA or re-exporting from outside of the USA. However, U.S. Department of Commerce regulations may allow for license exceptions where no export license is required for exports to certain countries listed on the GBS (Group B Shipments) country list, and any other applicable requirements are satisfied. Provided is a link [452-supplement-no-1-to-part-740-country-groups](452-supplement-no-1-to-part-740-country-groups) to the GBS list for countries not requiring export license. The U.S. Department of Commerce GBS Country List is regularly updated so it is recommended to check the latest list to ensure export compliance.